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1't Online National Proficiency Evaluation Test (NPET)
Conducted by
The National Proficiency Evaluation Board
(Constituted by Engineering Council of India (ECl) and
Construction Industry Development Council (CIDC)
Construction Industry Development Council (CIDC) under the patronage of Engineering
Council of India (ECl) has planned to launch the National Proficiency Evaluation Test
(NPET), a National level test to grade the candidate's proficiency on the basis of online test
conducted underthe aegis and guidance of National Proficiency Elaluation Board (NPEB).
The NPEB constituted by CIDC and ECI under the Chairmanship of Shri K M Singh, Former
CMD, NHPC functions independently and comprises of Industry Captains, project specialists,
domain experts and professionals who know the pulsgof the Construction Industry and are
jointly working towards the betterment of unemployed Engineers / professionals.
The benefits of taking the NPETtest are many:

*
*
*
*
*
*

Benchmarking with peers and Industry
Certification by leading apex body ECI
Shortlisting of qualified candidates
Enhancing employability through certification of skills and knowledge
Benefits both employee and employer
Right person for right job

As a service to the tndustry and students alike, NPETi, fr.. and no fee has to be paid to
take the exam. With a focus on'Assessment of practical knowledge the exam will profile
your skill gaps and show you the path for bridging that gap.
Registration for this online test will start on 1't August and will continue till 14th August
2OL9 and the NPETtest will be conducted fromlgth August to 31st August, 20tg
The details of NPET is also aVailable on ourwebsite http:l/ecinp*t.arg/ind*x.aspx
http:/ /www.cidc. in a nd https://www.ecindia.org

National Proficiency Evaluation Board
1304 (13th Floor), Hemkunt Chambers,89, Nehru Place, New Delhi- 110019 India
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Exam Instructions:
Please read the following before attempting the examination paper.

1. You should face the screen to allow random

2.

capturing of your image/video, for the full
examination period.
QUESTION TABTE: The table given on the left side of the screen shows the status of the
questions in the paper. Those in Green color means ATTEMPTED, while red shows NOT

ATTEMPTED.

3.

4.
5.

You can directly access the question from the table by clicking the concerned question
number.
You can leave the exam at any time by clicking the ftniAl SUBMISSION button provided at
the top of the qUESTION TABLE on the left of the screen.
The Guidelines below relate to the sections of the paper.
Section A - General:

1. This section has 50 questions,

with each question carrying one mark.

2. The total time allowed for this section is 30 minutes.

3. You are allowed to proceed to the next section only after half of the time allowed for this
section have elapsed.
4. This section will remain open for the full examination time.
Section
Sub-section 1: (Q.

No:l to 201

B

- Technical:

L This sub-section has 20 questions, with each question carrying 0.5 marks.
2 The total time allowed for this sub-section is L0 minutes.
3. You are allowed

to proceed to the next sub-section only after half of the time allowed for this

sub-section have elapsed.
will remain open for the full examination time.

4. This sub-section

Sub-section 2(Q. No:21 to

80)

.

1. This sub-section has 60 questions, with each question carrying one mark.
2. The total time alloWed for this sub-section is 50 minutes.
3. You are allowed to proceed to the next sub-section only after half of the time allowed for this
sub-section have elapsed.
4. This sub-section will remain open for the full examination time.
Sub-section 3: (Q. No:81 to

L.
2.
3.

1001

This sub-section has 20 questions, with each question carrying 1.5 mark.
The total time allowed for this sub-section is 30 minutes.
This sub-section will remain open for the full examination time.
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